Through our offices in Geneva and Zurich, we advise individuals and companies at both prevention and litigation stages in the most various legal fields.

Our Dispute Resolution practice extends to a large variety of fields from commercial and banking litigation, investment and shareholder disputes, white-collar crime, family law, private wealth disputes, sports law, professional liability and malpractice to employment and insurance law.

Whether you are seeking advice to avoid judicial proceedings or on potentially litigious matter involving possible proceedings or advice on how to engage and navigate a litigation in Switzerland, a member of our team will be able to assist you.

Our team will endeavour to provide concise advice in a tenacious manner to develop the best strategy to work towards your objectives.

Local expertise, international solutions
Our Swiss qualified lawyers are in an effective position to act and represent our client’s best interests before authorities and courts in all jurisdictions whether at a cantonal or federal level.

A judicial proceeding in Switzerland can have various impacts on your situation around the world. Our Swiss and foreign offices in the United Kingdom, Europe, the Middle East and Asia enable us to act efficiently in Switzerland without losing sight of international implications.

Our core litigation services include:

- Advising in domestic and multijurisdictional commercial litigation.
- Representing corporate and individuals in criminal proceedings often linked to wealth management or asset holding.
- Advising individuals in private wealth disputes with issues related to foundations, trusts, estates, inheritance, and mental capacity matters.
- Representing clients in mutual legal assistance in criminal matters and mutual assistance in tax matters.
- Advising clients in the implementation of international sanctions.
- Enforcing foreign judgment and arbitral awards.
- Representing creditors in debt enforcement and bankruptcy proceedings.
- Advising and representing sports governing bodies in the field of governance, commercial contracts, and competition organisation.
- Advising corporate clients in employment and data protection related matters.
- Conducting internal investigations.

One source said: “An excellent legal firm providing solid UK, Swiss, European and international advice. The partners are extremely accessible and commercial in their approach.”
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